
ENTEI

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape inside of body, then tape 
head piece onto egg.

Tape the back pieces together, 
matching the edges as best as 
you can. Trim off any uneven 
edges, and tape it to the back 
of the egg. Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Brown egg or dye brown
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Print at 100%
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Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape inside of body, then tape 
head piece onto egg.

Cut out the light blue strips of 
paper and wrap them around a 
pen or pencil to help curl them. 
After they're curled, tape the 
strips onto the back of the egg.

SUICUNE

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Dyed blue egg
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Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape inside of body, then tape 
head piece onto egg.

Tape the back pieces together, 
matching the edges as best as 
you can. Trim off any uneven 
edges, and tape it to the back 
of the egg.

RAIKOU

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors 

White egg or dye yellow
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BACKFRONT



PIKACHU

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and tail
onto the egg. 

Optional Double Sided: 
Tape inside of the tail and match 
the edges. Fold tabs along the 
dotted line and then tape the 
tabs to the underside of the egg.

Optional: Double Sided

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors 

Dyed yellow egg
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Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

 

TOGEPI

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

White egg or dye blue or red
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EEVEE

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and tail 
onto the egg.

Optional Double Sided: 
Tape inside of the tail and match 
edges. Fold tab along the dotted 
line and then tape tab to the 
inside of the body.

Optional: Double Sided

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Brown egg or dye brown 
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SCORBUNNY

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece onto the 
egg. Fold the leg pieces along 
the dotted lines. Tape the ends 
of the legs to the inside of the 
body piece and lay them in a 
sitting position when posing 
your egg.

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

White egg or dye orange
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MEOWTH
Optional: Double Sided

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and tail 
onto the egg.

Optional Double Sided: 
Tape inside of the tail and match 
the edges. Fold tabs along the 
dotted line and then tape the 
tabs to the back of the body.

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

White or brown egg, or dye 
pink
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MUDKIP

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and tail 
onto the egg.

Optional Double Sided: 
Tape inside of the tail and match 
the edges. Fold tabs along the 
dotted line and then tape the 
tabs to the back of the body.

Optional: Double Sided

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Dye egg blue or orange
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Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and shell 
piece onto the egg.

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Dyed blue egg
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SQUIRTLE



TOXEL

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and tail 
onto the egg.

Optional Double Sided: 
Tape inside of the tail and match 
the edges. Fold tabs along the 
dotted line and then tape the 
tabs to the back of the body.

Optional: Double Sided

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

Dyed purple egg
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YAMPER

Cut along edge.

Fold body so one side overlaps 
the other; consider sizing body 
up to your egg before taping!

Tape the headpiece and 
tailpiece onto the egg.

Print at 100%

Double-sided tape

X-acto knife or scissors

White egg or dye mint green
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